Spontaneous Reshaping and Splitting of AgCl Nanocrystals under Electron Beam Illumination.
AgCl is photosensitive and thus often used as micromotors. However, the dynamics of individual AgCl nanoparticle motion in liquids upon illumination remains elusive. Here, using liquid cell transmission electron microscope (TEM), AgCl nanocrystals reshaping and splitting spontaneously in an aqueous solution under electron beam illumination are observed. It is found that the AgCl nanocrystals are negatively charged in the liquid environment, where the charge induces a repulsive Coulomb force that reshapes and stretches those nanocrystals. Upon extensive stretching, the AgCl nanocrystal splits into small nanocrystals and each nanocrystal retracts back into cuboid shapes due to the cohesive surface. This analysis shows that each nanocrystal maintains a single crystal rocksalt structure during splitting. The splitting of AgCl nanocrystals is analogous to the electrified liquid droplets or other reported the Coulomb fission phenomenon, but with distinctive structural properties. Revealing of the dynamic behavior of AgCl nanocrystals opens the opportunity to explore their potential applications as actuators for nanodevices.